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Usefull Information by Students Representatives

Last week a meeting between the university, the city of Erlangen, the Studentenwerk, the rental association and the
students representatives took place. First of all, it is not clear yet when the house is handed over, still some legal issues
have to be resolved. Nevertheless, you should look for an apartment, there will definitely be a solution!

We know that your situation is urgent and we do everything possible. In this letter we want to offer some useful information
and ask you to send us a message, especially if you are still looking for an apartment! You can find the form here:
stuve.me/int-hostel

If you are an international master student, please contact the accommodation service of FAU (accommodation@fau.de)
Moreover, apply for an apartment at Studentenwerk (https://tl1host.eu/SWER/home), more information can be found
at https://www.werkswelt.de/index.php?id=wohnen. As most rooms are most likely rented out already this might not
work out all the time, but you should try nevertheless. If you have problems with your status of residency, please contact
Amil Sharifov of the city of Erlangen (amil.sharifov@stadt.erlangen.de), he is aware of the situation and ready to help!

Here is the timetable worked out in the last meeting:

The lessor assured us, that you can stay till April or Mid of May!
If you do not find an apartment, the city can give you an emergency accommodation for May and June
If you do not find an apartment till end of June, there will be other solutions, you definitely do not have to
leave Erlangen!

In Erlangen there are multiple possibilities to look for rooms to rent. We want to give you a list where you can find cheap
apartments.

Wohnen für Hilfe (Stay and Help) https://www.erlangen.de/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-1641/3654read − 26486/

Joseph Stiftung https://www.joseph-stiftung.de/mieten/studenten/
Other cheap residential hosts can be found here https://www.werkswelt.de/data/uploads/wohnen/wohnen-in-
erlangen-febr-21.pdf, write them an email and ask if they still have free rooms (they all speak English!).
WG-Gesucht (Looking for shared flat) https://www.wg-gesucht.de/

At the end of March there will be a general consultation of the situation by the involved people of the institutions listed
above.
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